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Senate Asks
For Cheers
Wieman and Wilson
To Advise Senate
The General Senate, under
President Ralph Barnett, held its
first meeting of the year in Carnegie Hall Tuesday night. Dorothy Ansell and James McBrady
were chosen members of the

Number 2

New Program Is Aid To Grads
'Bureau Gets
New Staffer

Auto Crash
Kills Student

Disaster struck suddenly last Saturday evening when Frederick "Herk"
Adams, a 19 year old University of
Maine student, was fatally injured in
an automobile accident which occurred
The University Placement BuExecutive Committee. Other members near Presque Isle. The news stunned
reau has made an early start this
of the committee are the four officers many of those here on the campus,
particularly the Brunswick Annex
fall on an employment program
of the Senate including, in addition to
boys
of
last
year
who
knew
the
quiet
for
graduating students designed
Barnett, William Hopkins, Nancy
little basketball star.
to provide a better service for this
Hubbard, and Barbara Richardson.
Fred lived in Presque Isle, the
year's large graduating class, acHarold Marden, representing Oak
cording to Placement Director, PhilNorthern Maine town in which he was
and Hannibal Hamlin Halls, was
ip J. Brockway. Features of this
born and brought up. An honor stunamed chairman of the Election Comprogram will be increased service to
dent during his enrollment at Presque
mittee.
women students and an earlier apIsle High School, Adams was also a
Janice Crane and James Elliott were stellar
proach to senior registrations to meet
performer for the high school
chosen to head the Nominating Com- basketball
the continued demand for college gradquintet as well as an immittee.
uates by employers.
portant cog on the P. I. baseball club.
Dean Wieman and Dean Wilson The little bespeckled forward was an
In order to provide more personal
were chosen to be the faculty advisers ace on the courts. He captained the
attention to the employment problems
for the coming year. Dean Wieman Presque Isle five in 1946, and in his
of women students Miss Esther Borwas also selected as financial adviser. senior year he not only won the high
jesson, House Director of North
school foul shooting championship, but
Cheering Contest
Estabrooke, has been appointed in a
part-time capacity to work with the
It was decided that the Senate would he was also awarded a best-player
Placement Director. Miss Borjesson's
sponsor a contest among all the fra- trophy for his sparkling play on the
responsibilities will include conferences
ternities and dormitories to obtain new pine planks.
At the Brunswick Annex last year,
and interviews to assist senior women
cheers that might be used at future
in preparing their placement registraathletic events. The contest will be "Herk" continued to maintain his
tion forms and in general vocational
held at the Bates rally the evening of high scholastic record. And as a member of the Annex quintet he was slightguidance.
Otcober 22.
James McBrady and Martha Coles ly terrific. He poured plenty of points
As a beginning to this program a
were appointed to organize the con- through the nets during the course of
general group meeting of senior women
the season, and he was regarded as one
test.
residing in the dormitories has been
of the most promising prospects for
held with Miss Borjesson and Mr.
The Roster
the University of Maine in that sport
Brockway outlining the plans for the
The complete list of the members of
in spite of his small stature which apyear.
the General Senate follows:
peared to make him out of place with
The Placement Bureau is proceeding
Ralph Barnett, president; William
(Continued on Page Eight)
at the same time with a regular proHopkins, vice president; Nancy Hubgrams of registering graduating stubard, secretary; Barbara Richardson,
LIBRARY SCHEDULE
dents of all major departments. A
treasurer; Kathleen Kennedy, WSGA ;
i series
of group meetings with students
Kenneth Vennett, Men's Senate; Alton
The following schedule of library
! is lying arranged through department
Sproul Jr., Interfraternity Council; hours has been announced:
"Chubby" Applebee, "Miss Maine," 1948
heads. Each meeting will give an
Gloria Pelletier, Panhellenic Council;
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Newhall photo
opportunity for the Placement Director
Anna St. Onge, Off-Campus Women; *Saturday
7:30 a.m.- 5 p.m.
to discuss general fields of opportunity
Joseph Murray Jr., Off-Campus Men. Sunday
1:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
James Beaudry, northern fraternity *Saturday. September 25, October
The fact that five companies have
9.
group; James McBrady, southern fra- and October 23. The Stacks,
already
requested dates for interviewReference
ternity group; Harold Marden, Oak Room and Circulation Lobby will
ing senior students before the end of
close
and Hamlin; Janice Crane, Martha at 12 noon on these days. Patrons
November is an indication, Brockway
Coles, and Dorothy Ansel!, Women's wishing to use material from
said, that recruiting visits are expected
these
Dorms; Charles Libby, Dunn Hall; rooms may arrange to have
to continue on a high level this year.
it left at
Alden Bailey, Corbett Hall; Charles the Reserve Desk. The Reserve Book
However, he pointed out that the inBelieve it or not, Muriel Applebec, "Miss Maine of 1948," used creased number of seniors to graduLewis and Charles Preble, North Reading Room will remain open
be
until to be called "Chubby" by her
high school friends. Husky-voiced, ated this year makes it important that
Dorms: James Elliott. New Dorm *3. 5 o'clock.
blonde Muriel. just back from competing in the "Miss America" every student wishing to be considere
d
contests at Atlantic City, cannot for non-teaching opportunities should
be called "Chubby" today. The plan to complete an early registration

Boriesson To Deal
With Senior Women

'Chubby' Applebee Adds
Miss Maine To Her Misses

Managing Editor O'Connell Of Bangor Daily
Nominated University 7-Year Trustee
On Friday, Sept. 24, John M. O'Connell, Jr., managing editor of the Bangor Daily News, was nominated a
trustee of the University of Maine for
a seven year term. He is to succeed
Mrs. Miriam Siddall, who has resigned.
Mr. O'Connell is a native of Bangor and an alumnus of the U. of M. in
the Class of 1918. During World War
One he entered the service of the Army
and returned as a commissioned officer.
He represented the News as a war
correspondent a part of World War
Two.
George Seth Williams, who is president of the board, is an alumnus of the
University. From 1928 to 1941 he
served as a member of the Alumni
Council being the president for several

years. He is the executive vice-president of the Central Maine Power Co.,
Albert K. Gardner, who holds the
degree of B.S. from the Univ. of Me.,
is the commissioner of agriculture for
the State of Maine.
Harland A. Ladd has a B.A. and an
M.A. degree from Columbia. He has
done graduate work at Harvard University and is now our commissioner of
education.
Raymond Webber Davis received
his B.A. degree from the U. of M. and
is now president of the Guilford Trust
Co. He is also connected with several
business enterprises in Eastern Maine,
and Mr. Davis has been on the board
longer than any other member.
A former member of the faculty of

Harvard University is Edward A.
Whitney, who holds an M.A. degree.
During the war Mr. Whitney was
deputy director of civilan defense for
the State of Maine.
S. Wilson Collins, B.S., is an Aroostook banker and lumberman. At various times he has been engaged in
lumbering, manufacturing, and retail.
Frank P. Preti is an alumnus of the
U. of M. Law School and holds the
LL.B. degree. He is a Portland lawyer
and is director of several business concerns.
Harold M. Pierce received his B.A.
degree from the University of Maine
in the Class of 1919. He is a Bangor
hanker and the Alumni trustee of the
board.

proof is 115 pounds very neatly
distributed over a 5 foot 5 inch
frame.
Commenting upon the Miss America contest, Miss Applebee firmly dedared, "There was more work than
fun in the Miss America business.
There were actually three separate
contests—talent, bathing suit, and evening dress—and we had to spend our
afternoons practicing for each one.
"When we weren't rehearsing there
wasn't much we could do. An official
chaperon went with us all the time
and we couldn't talk to any men, not
(Continued on Page Four)

The Campus has moved its editorial offices to 202 East Annex.
Telephone number —Extension
5.?.

MasqueCallsAgain
For Thespians

Readings for the initial Maine
Masque Theatre production of the year
will be held Sunday through Tuesday,
October 3-5, in the Little Theatre at
7:15 p.m., Professor Herschel Bricker
announced today. He did not release
the name of the first play.
By October 3, Professor Bricker
said, the Masque will have decided
definitely on the first production, and
play books should be available. At
the present time, he claimed, no show
has been chosen although a committee
is working on the selection.
Even if the play has not been picked
by the time set for the readings, Professor Bricker said that he could determine types, and possibly cast from
'this, with additional readings.

THE MAINE CAMPL S

Book Mart Will
Close October 4

McKenna Receives
Libe Appointment

The American Veterans' Committee
Book Mart has announced that October 4 will be the deadline for returning
any books which were previously
bought here.
In addition, beginning Wednesday
morning. October 6th, they will pay
those students who bring in the
slips for books which have been sold.
The AVC, in cooperation with the
MCA which has donated space on the
second floor of the MCA building,
began taking in books last June 11, and
on registration day this Fall they
opened for selling books from 45% to
75% of their original price, according
to their condition. Since that time the
total income has been approximately
$500.00, of which the MCA has received $25.00. Thus far, 225 books
have been sold.
About 120 man hours were put in
during the registration period and 120
hours per week since that time. The
AVC wishes to take this opportunity
to thank those students who so generously volunteered their services to help
out in the mart.
It was revealed that thus far, psychology and zoology books have been
in greatest demand, with speech and
economics books second on the list.

John R. McKenna, Ottawa, Ont.,
has been appointed to the position of
documents and serials assistant in the
University of Maine library, Dr.
Arthur A. Hauck has announced.
A graduate of Queen's University
with a B.A. degree, McKenna also
holds a B.L.S. degree from McGill
University.
Mr. McKenna served for two years
as a radio operator in the Royal Canadian Air Force, has been an audit clerk
in the Canadian Civil Service, and
has also held various responsible position with industrial concerns.
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University Student
Awarded Scholarship
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Peirce-Kent Exhibits Prexy Sees Peak
Featured In First
Vet Enrollment
Show Of Season
In Current Year
Ticket representatives of the Maine

I Masque Chits
Being Sold Now

Masque Theatre will visit every dormitory and fraternity on campus within
the next week, as part of the Masque's
season ticket drive, John W. Ballou,
president of the Masque, said today.
The theatre group's drive was started
Wednesday evening at a general meeting in the Little Theatre. At that
time, representatives were chosen and
assigned dormitories and fraternities.
It was furthur decided to place season
tickets on sale at the Masque office,
330 Stevens Hall.
Chits for the season tickets are
being sold now, and will be redeemed
for actual tickets from October 13 to
October 20 at the Masque office. No
chits will be exchangeable after October 23.
Chits, which, when exchanged for
tickets, will give the owner admission
to all four of the major productions,
cost $3.60, tax included, ticket manager
George Gonyar announced. Individual
tickets for each production will be
sold for $1.20, tax included, he said.

Original works of Waldo Peirce,
one of today's most colorful painters,
and of Rockwell Kent, America's greatest lithographer and wood carver, and
a photographic essay on Egyptian culture prepared by Life magazine will
make up a triple exhibition running
from Oct. 1 through Oct. 23, Vincent
E. Hartgen, head of the Art Department, announces.
The Peirce and Kent exhibits will
be hung in the Main Gallery and the
Print Room at Carnegie Hall respectively and can be viewed 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. weekdays and 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Sundays. The Life exhibit will be in
the Louis Oakes Room of the Library
and on view 7:30 a.m.-10 p.m. Moneays through Fridays, 7:00 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Saturdays, and 1:30 p.m.-10 p.m. Sundays.
The Waldo Peirce exhibit of twentyone oil paintings is representative of
his energy and includes still lifes,
Maine Coast scenes, family studies,
nudes, and satires.
Thirty-five woodcarvings and lithographs comprise the Rockwell Kent
show. Mr. Kent has won the highest
awards in the graphic arts and this
selection includes his best work.
The Life exhibit consists of thirty-five photographic panels showing
Egyptian culture from the Age of the
Great Pyramids to its decline in the
Age of Augustus. Students of history
and literature will be interested.

A Maine Normal School Scholarship has been awarded Stanley H.
Small, of Harrington, at the University of Maine.
Small has been admitted to the
School of Education at the University from Washington State Norirtal
ool.
The Maine Normal School Scholarships are awarded on a competitive
basis to Maine normal-school students
who, after two years of training for
teaching, desire to transfer
elementary
•
The International Relations Club is
to preparation at the University for
open to all students and faculty insecondary school teaching.
terested in international problems.
This club meets twice monthly. The
first meeting will be Wednesday, OctoFOR SALE
ber 6, at 7:30 in the South Estabrooke
Recreation Room.
Buick 1938 Fordor
The IRC will sponsor a Stag Dance
Radio, heater, Good Tires
Saturday, October 2, from 8-11 :30 in OCUMMO Meets Oct. 4
Robert E. Smith
the Memorial Gym. The admission is
Bangor
117 Elizabeth Ave.
OCUMMO will hold its first meetcents and the music will be by Bob
50
Tel. 21719
ing Monday, October 4, at 7:30 p.m.,
I Marcous and his orchestra.
in the lounge of Carnegie Hall. Members of the Men's Senate will be elected
• during this meeting. Plans for future
When in Bangor, visit the
business and social activities will also
be discussed.

IRC Will Hold
Meeting Oct. 6

•

New Atlantic Restaurant

•

66 Main St.

Banger

Th(

President Arthur A. Hauck stated
at the first assembly of the University
of Maine that the present year in
Maine's History would probably see
the peak load in veteran enrollment.
Ralph E. Barnett, '49, of Augusta
addressed the student body regarding
the operation and function of student
government. Barnett is president of the
General Senate. He urged more active
support and participation by the students and expressed the hope that a
more cordial atmosphere might exist
on the campus this year. Barnett reported on the drive for the Union
Building held on campus last Spring.
A total of $653,610 has been reached
of which $41,200 has been paid. The
goal is $900,000 to be pledged or contributed by alumni, students, faculty,
and friends of the University.
President Hauck introduced Miss
Kathleen Kennedy, '49, of Bucksport,
the president of the Women's Student
Government Association, and Kenneth
Vennett, '49, of Bath, president of the
Men's Senate.
In his address, the president of the
University extended the traditional
welcome to the students. Commenting
upon the restoration of old Maine customs and the loss of others, he drew
attention to the fact that both Freshman men and women were wearing
caps for the first time since the start
of the war.
Dr. Hauck also urged the students
to provide a more active interest in
University affairs. The average person has nothing more to fear today
than one living in 1857 commented the
president quoting from an editorial
printed in Harper's Magazine ninetyone years ago to illustrate his statement. "These were the pioneers and
you are the torch-bearers of democracy," remarked President Hauck.

for finest in service, food, and atmosphere
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J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because lie Flunked The Finger Nail Test

228 Main St.

Or

Your Valuables Insured
While In
Our Possession

Bring or Phone
Free Pickup and Delivery
Dial 311

R. D. Kelleher

•
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GIRLS!
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If you are looking for beauty and wear
in your Nylons,
let us show you the Hanes line.

ac5

Priced from $1.25 to $1.50

6 (id

0.7e H. C.7‘ K. Store

We • Green

19 Mill Si- Orono

Brown • Gray

k,

.PAULS..1(.:)liN PAUL t'O.
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55
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PICKERING SQ.
BANGOR

tit32ts
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REMEMBER the mane? You should have seen the one on this
social lion before he switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil. It was
positively beastly! So may we paws to make a suggestion: try
•little Wildroot Cream-Oil hair tonic on your own hair. You'll
roar with approval when you see how it grooms your hair
neatly and naturally without that greasy, plastered down look.
How it relieves dryness, removes loose dandruff and helps you
pass the Fingernail Test! Wildroot Cream-Oil is non-alcoholic
and contains soothing Lanolin. Ask your barber for a professional application. And get a bottle or tube for your den
today. You'll find it at any drug or toilet goods counter. We
aren't lion when we say you'll like it better than any other
hair tonic. Most of the cats do!
* of 327 Burroughs Drive, Snyder, N. Y.
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y.
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PAT'S
THE YEAR HASN'T BEGUN UNTIL
YOU HAVE BEEN TO PAT'S
Mill St,
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If /s Your Battle Too!!

THE MAINE CAMPUS

University Society
BY BLUFF AND BLUSTER

season Saturday evening with a buffet
supper after the game. In the evening
How now, wool sacks, what mutter
the Delts held an open house enabling,
you? We mutter lots 'a things this
as Mr. Coffin said ... and we quote ...
week
the campus to see their newly furWhile roving 'round campus Mon- nished main lounge.
I say, campus,
day evening, we chanced on the WAA 'ow'd you like it?
Frosh picnic.... Ah, yes ... FOOD!!
After the game, Lambda Chi couples
And in between stuffing ourselves with
met at the house for a baked bean
cookies, apples, and hotdogs, we lent
supper, including french fried hotan ear to the annual song contest.
dogs by that super-chef, Charlie
Most tuneful! The winners were ColBrown—who also, it appears, can do
vin Hall, first, with Elms Annex and
an equally good job on raspberry tarts.
East Hall tieing for honorable menDancing followed the supper. And,
tion. But the brite lite of the clamby the way, we'd like to extend a welbake was East Hall's serenade to their
come to Mrs. Sprague who is Lambda's
neighbors in New Dorm #3—Fields
new housemother. We hope you'll have
of Clover—
a happy year.
We're looking over the fields of clover
Sigma Nu's "Get Acquainted" party,
At new dorm—that's number three Saturday night, was attended by 40
We envy your dorm, it has the New couples. Punch and cookies were
Look
served.
Also your breakfast at our EstaAlso on Saturday night, ATO held
brooke,
a vic dance which forty couples atNo need explaining, we're just com- tended.
plaining
Additions and multiplications on the
For we're mad and jealous maids,
Maine campus have provided us with
We're looking over the fields of clover
inspiration for a new department.
So, boys, please pull down your
Bundles of joy have been delivered to
shades!
the following happy Mommies and
On Wednesday evening last, a social Daddies ... John Edward to Mickey
gathering was held which was signifi- and John Grant; and David to Judy
cant in that it was the first party and Bob Hall.
thrown by Mr. James Gordon Sel- Pinned: Bev Artus and Bud Kenwood at his new apartment at Dryden dall, Tau Epsilon Kappa; Joanne LindTerrace. Members of the Glee Club gren and Roy Noyes, Theta Chi;
council met Jimmy at the door with a Callie Cole and Ralph Stevens, Sigma
few scales and then trampled him un- Nu; Marge Malloy and Tommy
derfoot as they rushed to case the Walsh, Sigma Chi; June Hildreth,
jernt. Ummmm! It's really some- Boston, and Sam Jones, Alpha Tau
thing.... 'Tis rumored that Jimmy Omega; Helen Wallingford and Art
has already had six applications for a Cunningham, Alpha Tau Omega;
housekeeper, but anyone interested Marilyn Drake, Colby, and Harry
can contact him at his office in Car- Marden, Alpha Tau Omega; Nancy
negie Hall.
Jane Ryan and Paul Sackley, Delta
Delta Tau Delta opened their social Tau Delta.

l'age Three

I'm Usually Wrong

&It

BY BILL BRENNAN

Although we probably will be forever branded
as a no-good, trouble-making, such and such, we
feel it necessary at this time to enter a plea that
the general senate, which has already had its first
meeting, please try to get something really worthwhile done this year.
Last season, if we remember correctly, there was
a general antipathy among the members against
doing anything really constructive—not that the
senate has the power to do any more than recommend. This year could be different, provided the
members of the group are willing to take a definite
stand, declare themselves, and back up their stand
with action.
The general senate, despite the handicaps under
which it tries to operate, could get things done on
campus. However, it never will, as long as the
members allow themselves to be bluffed from their
opinions by stooges.
We are filled with optimism as far as the men's
senate is concerned. If various members of the
organization follow through with plans they are
now formulating, and if they present sufficient
evidence with these plans to prove that they will
work, life here could be much more pleasant.
President Ken Vennett, if not overshadowed by
the powers that be, and if in earnest to do good for
the University, controls the one organization which
can start the ball rolling on advancement here.
Advancement is sorely needed in some departments, and on an overall picture, unity is needed.
Vennett may get it.
However, the men's senate may go the way of its
forebears—right down the drain. If it does, if it
fails to gain anything of consequence for the student body here, there will be no one to blame but
the senate itself, and the administration.
It's difficult to realize that what we term student government here is actually nothing but a
front with a nice sounding name. Any organization with only advisory powers has its hands tied
from the start, and anything worthwhile it does
speaks highly for its members.
Unfortunately, we are afraid we won't be able
to speak too highly of the members of the general
and women's senates. Perhaps the men's senate
will earn our gratitude and recognition.

Last Friday, Dr. Payson Smith of the University of Maine faculty challenged the Bangor Daily
News concerning an editorial published in that
newspaper last August 5th on an important current
issue in education.
The News had left itself wide open for a lethal
punch when it said, "regimentation on a small scale
by the state itself has already put the burden of
real education on the private and parochial schools
over which, fortunately, it has gained no control."
In other words, the News hinted strongly that only
about 3,000,000 of an estimated total of 30,000,000
students in this country are receiving the benefits
of an adequate education.
Dr. Smith, who has a long memory, replied to
this attack against the public schools of this state
and nation when he addressed the annual fall convention of the Penobscot County Teachers' Association on Friday.
"What arrested by attention," said Dr. Smith,
"is the assertion that the burden of real education
has been put upon private and parochial schools.
"I think I know the private and parochial schools
of this state and of the nation. I respect their
work and I appreciate the contributions they are
making in various ways to the total cause of
American education.
"But in the light of the great influence of the
News I would like here and now to ask that it set
before its readers a complete story to support by
evidence its direct statement that the public schools
of this city and county and state are inferior to
their private and parochial schools," Dr. Smith
said.
The News replied to Dr. Smith in this manner:
"It still remains a matter of record that high
BY BIFF SHALEK
report to you what has happened since
schools in general are not offering all the subject
the
statements were published.
Biff, why don't you write a column.
matter necessary to equip a student to become a
As
far as the voting ballots are conBY SAM JONES
candidate for any college he might care to select. on the cut system? Shalek, as a memcerned
no
one
has
a
reason
to
open
ber
of
the
Campus
it's
your
duty to
("Bangor, Portland, Lewiston, and others in the
We done it again. Maine won. But not with
his mouth two-cents worth. You show
look
into
the
Men's
Student
Senate
much
help from the muted stands.
more densely populated areas, for instance, still
me one balloting other than the mayorand
find
out
if
Seems
it
has
like every year someone gets all worked
any
power
or
if
alty campaign where a majsority of the
offer four years of Latin, but the majority of
up
and
disgustedly
bats out a few column inches
it
is
just
a
puppet
controlled
by
adstudents
voted and I'll eat it. And let's
Maine high schools offer but two. This leaves the
ministrative strings. The Gentlemen not have the line, "What's the use?" about school spirit. No disgust here, but some
Amherst graduate for instance, who desires to
President Hauck held a meeting last disappointment. Publicity blurbs tell us that the
have his son follow in his steps, the alternative of that made these suggestions are not year in the Gym
to talk things over stands will hold over 6,000. Figuring that they
were two-thirds filled, that still leaves some 4,000
hiring a private tutor for Cicero and Virgil, or radicals, reds, or blowhards. They are and the turnout was pitiful.
sending the son to a preparatory or parochial fellow students sincetely interested in If you're guilty of the apathetic, throats which didn't sound off. The fault isn't all
school where college preparatory standards are the welfare of the University and would "What's the use, there isn't anything with the cash customers in the slab seats.
Somewhere else in the dope
still met—either at great expense to the father like to see it run as beneficially as we can do about it," or go off half- scribes send out to freshmen,that the University
their fathers, and
possible to ALL concerned.
cocked not knowing what the score
whose only sin was having selected a college of
Mr. Brennan and myself have been is—then don't crab. But if you are rich alumni, it is said that we have a fine group
classical traditions.")
accused in the past of "irresponsible sincerely interested in these two major of well-trained, energetic cheerleaders. We don't
The News further adds that the mythical Am- journalism." Vhat does that mean? problems which BOTH the Admin- doubt they are sincere. There all resemblance to
herst graduate should have every right to expect That we got our facts wrong, or that istration and ALL parties concerned well-trained, energetic cheerleaders stops. The
gals are pretty enough, and the fellas ... well.
adequate preparation for the selection of Amherst we got them so right that it hurt? I'm would like to settle once and for all
But the pep is missing. They sat on the team bench
for his son because his tax dollar is as good as his not going to waste your time by and have something constructive to longer than most of the scrubs. And
what's this
reiterating the facts. I'm not going to say—Let's hear it!
neighbor's and should carry equal weight.
business of the wet-wash-rag arm waving. If they
are going to lead the music, let them lead it, but
We come to the conclusion that the Bangor
no more waving bye-bye. A few new cheers with
Daily News desires further to eliminate the issue
some
snappier lyrics would help.
with the presentation of an absurd answer to Dr.
Also, there's the crowd, sitting up there in the
Smith's challenge, that it can show no conclusive
stands so quiet and well-mannered, like a bunch
proof that private and parochial schools have an
of robots. When our chorus lines do amble out
ultimate advantage over the public school in the
in front to cheer, we sit silently by, ignoring. Cooperation doesn't cost much and pays off in a winrace for educational benefits, that the college stuning team. The higher ups frown upon overdent records at our own University offer conemphasis, telling us we're out for the sport of the
clusive evidence that public schools offer as many
thing. But we'd damn well like to keep winning,
educational benefits as the private or parochial
while the boys are out getting their Saturday afschool. Certainly, if the News had the facilities
ternoon exercise. Your support may mean the
difference between just good clean boyish fun and
at its command, it would have prepared a more
a
win.
challenge.
adequate reply to Dr. Smith's
The Little Man finally put in an appearance,
Clair H. Chamberlain
huffing and puffing but to no avail. Maine's Mayor
deserves more backing than two red-jacketed gals.
We hope it was the hot weather or the fact it
Cliff Whitten
Editor
was
the first game. Maybe it was. Whatever the
Will i‘bet
Business Manager
reason a winning team deserves more support. Let's
Doris %Diluter
News Editor
Jerry Rogovin
Sports Editor
show the team some of that coke-bottle spirit...
Larry Jenneta
Associate Editor
See ya at the snack bar.
Vocally, that is.

SCOTCH AND SODA

Kaleidoscope
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MOC Plans General
Meeting Tuesday
The Maine Outing Club will hold
its first general meeting of the year
on Tuesday, October 5, at 7 p.m., in
the library lecture room.
The general meeting is to acquaint
the new members with the club activities and to plan the fall outing programs.
There will be entertainment provided. Everyone has a good time at
the MOC general meetings.
There will be two cabin construction parties this week end. The first
will be Saturday, October 2. Everyone who wishes to participate should
be in front of the bookstore at 1 p.m.
The second party will begin Sunday
at 9:30 a.m., with the same meeting
place.
Membership cards for the club are
available in 180 Oak and 31 Colvin
and will be available at the meeting,
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Maine Harriers Annex
"Annex" Harriers
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"CHUBBY"

Dean Coke Presents Men's Dormitories
Paper To AIEE
Elect Councils
The prospects for the Maine cross even our fathers. We couldn't
go to
country team look rather good with movies or dances, and, of course, Dean Paul Cloke of the College of For Current Year
(Continued from Page One)

the addition of Annex veterans of 1947 they wouldn't allow us in any cock- Technology at the University of Maine
In elections completed September 21
will represent the University of Maine
to the returning lettermen. The squad tail lounges or anything of that sort.
the following men were chosen to rep"The part I liked least was the bath- at the
50th anniversary convocation
of 35 men will be broken down into a
ing suit parade. All those people
varsity and a junior varsity. Both
of Northeastern University in Boston resent their respective dormitory secstaring at you-and the bathing suits
tions on the dormitory councils:
teams appear to be strong at this date.
were horrible! They certainly weren't October 2.
Among the candidates for varsity are
Oak Hall: East, Richard Denison
Dean Cloke will also present a paper
slenderizing. I'll keep mine for a
Wallace, Morton, O'Brien, and Lane.
and
Vance Dearborn; Oak Hall:
souvenir but I doubt if I'll ever wear entitled The True Dielectric BreakBrunswick men who can help the team
Center: Stanley Miller and Richard
it again.
down Strength of Electric Cable In- Jordan; Oak Hall: West: Charles
include Smith, Eastman, Reed, Bailey,
"On the other hand, the BoardHersey, and Tripp.
sulating Papers before the American Horner and Robert Eaton; Hannibal
walk Parade was lovely-beautiful
in Hamlin Hall: South: Philip Ward and
The squad has been working only floats, some of them immense, and
so Institute of Electrical Engineers
Richard Tuttle; Hannibal Hamlin
since September 20. At present Wal- beautifully decorated! It took all Washington, D. C., October 5.
Hall: North: Herbert Merrill.
lace is the number one man.
afternoon for the parade to pass.
Corbett Hall: Richard F. Edes, A.
Of the teams Maine will meet this
With the "Miss Maine" title Muriel Hull and Hopkins
Replace Leon Fournier,
season, Springfield and the University received a $500 scholarship and a
Leo Gilbert, Herbert
Harriman, Francis P. Lynch, Alvin
of New Brunswick are newcomers to wardrobe of gowns. Prior to being Olivers As Housemothers
Mersky, Donald Mitchell, Walter J.
the dual meet schedule. These teams chosen Miss Maine she was Honorary
Two of the University's dormitories
St. Onge, Jr.
will provide far better competition Lieutenant Colonel of the University
have new housemothers for the coming
than that of Colby and Bates, whom of Maine R. 0. T. C. unit; was among
Dunn Hall: Jerome Bernier, Vaughn
year.
they replace.
the ten Queens of the Campuses chosen
Bishop, Julian Giguere, Frank HayMrs. Gail Hull, Watertown, Massaby the all-male Jury of Pic magazine;
ford, J. Neil Martin, John Martinian,
chusetts, is replacing Mrs. Lillian
and was Queen of the May Festival at
Sylvester D. Naas, Leroy E. Peasley.
Oliver in the West Hall freshman
Brunswick Annex.
North Dormitories: #1, Richard A.
girls' dormitory.
Yes, "Miss Maine" is engaged. The
Standley, Jr.; *2, Jack Chaplin; #3,
Mrs. Mary Hopkins, New York Albert
lucky fellow is Lawrence E. Kenney,
C. Smith; #4, Clarke Church;
North Dorm 11. "He," Muriel grins, City, is replacing Miss Velma Oliver #5, Thomas Harmon; #6, Millard
at the Elms, co-operative girls' house.
"is glad it's over!"
Fairley ; #7, John Bache-Wiig; #8,
A SMALL RADIO* OR PHONOGRAPH*
Seymour Card; *9, George Morse;
IN YOUR ROOM WILL AFFORD
• #10, Leroy Witham; #11, Myron
Dean; #12, Vito Ciccotelli; *13, J.
YOU A LOT OF COMPANIONSHIP
Men's all wool
George Paradis; #14, Malcolm Osborn; #16, Jay G. Benton; #16A,
Hard worsted suits
Douglas K. Cooper; #17, Randolph
Maine's Largest Music Store
58 Columbia St., Bangor, Me.
Topcoats
Tripp, and #18, John A. Wallace.
Overcoats
"Peace or Anarchy"
New Dormitory #3: Charles W.
Tuxedos
by Cord Meyer
Walls, Paul Chantal, Alvin Potter,
31.50 and 37.50
Emil Maria, James De Lois, Burton
$2.50
De Frees, Richard Singer and Bryant
118 Main St.
Since 1885
Cord Meyer will speak at
BANGOR
Hopkins.
Bangor City Hall
*And you can always turn it off
89 llaitt St.. Bangor
Thursday, October 9
The University of Maine is now 81
years old-111, Granny.

SPERIIG OF ROOMMATES

Betts Bookstore

ANDREWS MUSIC 1101SE

Dodge Clothes

1

1 TOI It LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREE
N HITS

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres
I
OPERA HOUSE
BANG011

WITH MOUTON COLLARED
ALPACA LINED
BLIZZARD PROOF

JACKETS
10. and 12.95

BIJOU

Nationally Famous B-15 Styles ...
Warm. wooly collars to turn up
against winter winds. Zipper Closing, Heavy Quality Moleskin shell.
Sizes 34 to 46.

Headquarters for

PARK

McGREGOR
SPORTSWEAR

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS

1

Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Sept. 30, Oct. 1, 2
"THE BEST YEARS OF
OUR LIVES"
Myrna Loy, Frederic March,
Dana Andrews
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
Oct. 3, 4, 5,6
"ROPE"
James Stewart, John Dall

BANG011
Thurs., Fri., Sept. 30, Oct. I
"THE BIG PUNCH"
Wayne Morris, Lois Maxwell
Sat., Sun.. Mon., Tues.
Oct. 2, 3, 4,5
"THE LUCK OF TIIE IRISII"
Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter

BANGOR

Orono.

SEE ALL THE BEST
PICTURES AND SAVE
MONEY AT THE

5TRPND
0110\0
Wed. & Thurs., Sept. 29-30
Double Feature
"THE SAINTED SISTERS"
Veronica Lake, Joan Caulfield
Plus
"HEART OF VIRGINIA"
Janet Martin, Robert Lowery
6:30-7:40
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 1-2
"THE BABE RUTH STORY"
William Bendix, Claire Trevor
Also Cartoon
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8:26
Sun. & Mon., Oct. 3-4
"A FOREIGN AFFAIR"
Jean Arthur, John Lund

Tuesday, Oct. 5
IP.111.111t
"INTRIGUE"
Thurs., Oct. 30
George Raft, June Havoc,
"ON AN ISLAND WITII
Helena Carter
YOU,,
Also March of Times
"THE FLAME"
Mickey Mouse
6:30-8:28
Fri., Sat., Oct. 1,2
"SILVER RIVER"
Wed. & Thurs., Oct. 6-7
"unix ROUGH GUYS"
Double Feature
Sun., lion., Tues., Oct. 3, 4,5
"DREAM GIRL"
"SABOTEUR"
Betty Hutton, MacDonald Cary
"SAINTED SISTERS"
Plus
Wed., Thurs., Oct. 6, 7
"BIG TOWN SCANDAL"
"EASTER PARADE"
Phillip Reed, Hillary Brooks
"CURLEY"
6:30-7:42
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1 :30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 35* to 5 o'clock
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Bears Face Northeast-ern After Rhody Win

Well, Maine opened the gridiron
season on the right foot last week, but
4
there were many uneasy moments in
the game, which was comparatively
dull, from the spectator's viewpoint.
The play of Dombkowski and Lord
The University of Maine Bears
With one hard-fought victory under
probably will be remembered the most.
opened the 1948 football season at
but let's not forget a couple other of
their belts, Eck Allen and his Unithe Maine highlighters: Charlie Lor- Alumni Field last Saturday by whipversity of Maine eleven will be out to
anger's fine play, especially his shoe- ping Rhode Island State, 13-7.
make it two wins Saturday at Boston
string interception of a Bob Curtis
Sparked by three-year veteran Henry
where they meet Northeastern's
pass (making Joe Dimag look like a "Rabbit" Dombkow
ski, who contribHuskies, coached by Maine's former
rookie) ; the good defensive work of
uted eight points to the winning total,
Bus Sproul, and tackles Reilley and
line coach Joe Zabilski.
the
Bears scored once each in the
Trask; plus the alertness of Blackie
It will be Zabilski's first game since
second and third periods to take the
Turmelle.
leaving Maine. Many friendships will
season's lid-lifter.
Again football, but the milder
have to be overlooked as the Pale
type. The start of touch footThe Bears scored first early in the
Blue attempt to spoil their former
ball last Sunday was auspicious
second period after a 65-yard drive of
mentor's debut.
by the absence of ambulances
12 plays, which ended when Reggie
The Bears will be greeted by a
on the field. It %ottlfl seem that
Lord scored from the four-yard line
better
Husky eleven than that which
the sport is a poor feature of
on a plunge through left tackle.
faced them at Alumni Field last fall,
intranaurals, especially so early
Dombkowski converted the extra point.
and which won only one game all
The drive was spearheaded by both
in the year. Most of the fellows
Stan
Trask,
left,
reserve
a
fullback
the
on
last
year's
previous season. Maine trounced
state
Lord and the Rabbit in bucks off the
out there are away out of conchampio
nship
squad,
perform
now
hard-hit
as
s
a
ting
Northeas
tackle
for
tern last year 26-6.
tackles and guards.
dition. and the play itself is
the Bears. Ed McDermott holds down the pivot position when
The
Northeas
tern lineup includes
rough. There might be a subRhode Island State tied the score
Maine has the ball.
—Newhal lphotos
eight
lettermen
from
stitute sport which wouldn't
last year. Capmidway through the same period maintain Jim Papile is back at center to
cause so many limps and bone
ly through the efforts of Sal Vento,
bolster the middle of the line. Flankbruise:.
Varney and Elliot Johnson. Maine
ing
him at the guard slots will be
Can you live through this week, you had taken the ball on the Rhody five
Hal
Shuman and Joe Gramolini, both
baseball fans? Rooters of the Cleve- soon after the kickoff when Turmelle
veterans
recovere
of the 1947 season. They are
Vento's
d
fumble, but the
land Indians, the Yankees, and the Red
The annual WAA Picnic brought big and
Sox are going to feel the tug on their Rams took the ball on downs on the
experienced and Maine expects
hearts right down to the wire next three. Vento drove through left tackle
Twenty-three freshmen are practic- over 300 freshman and upperclass girls to see a lot of them. Two 200-pounders
to
the Maine 48, missing a score only ing daily under the guidance of Coach down to the athletic field Monday appear to be set at tackles. Both
Sunday. in the American League penafter being caught from behind by Sam Sezak for their opening game on night to join in the games, singing, George Hall and John Nason started
nant race.
Loranger and Dombkowski. Eight October 16.
Even while touch football is
and eats. The Athletic Council, with for Coach Johnny Grinnel's club a
plays
later
Varney
complete
d
pass
a
taking place out on the athletic
The 23 men live in the Bangor- Mary Zelenkewich as chairman, acted year ago.
to Johnson on the Maine 20, and he Orono-O
field, how are chances of keepThe question of the starting ends
ld Town area and commute as hostesses. After
the food had disapeluded the grasp of two safety-men to and from classes
ing the gymnasium open on
may
not be decided until game time on
and practice. The
peared, the girls grouped around the Saturday.
to score after scampering down the major problem
Sunday afternoon: for basketbut the two most likely
facing Coach Sezak
fire according to dormitories and starters are
left sidelines. He successfully kicked this year will
ball. handball, etc.. like last
Bill Northbridge and Bill
be to bring all of the
rendered the songs each dorm had Shea. both
the extra point.
year? It's about the only day a
players together enough to be ready to
of whom have starred in
The Rams started second half play play together. The first game with made up about some phase of coed pre-season scrimmages.
lot of its have to get into ...orne
like a team inspired. The wind was Maine Central Institute is more than life. While the jury of judges comkind of shape, and enjoy a little
The fight for starting backfield posiwith Rhode Island as they stormed two weeks away, but he does not ex- posed of Dean Wilson, Miss Cassidy, tions has been
exercise.
particularly intense
deep into Maine territory. Four plays pect the squad to play together many and Miss Shaw went into consultation, since 10 men
Popular Joe Zabilski, here in
seem
to be on par.
Mary Whitcomb lead the group in
put Rhody on the Maine 22-yard line. times until then.
Orono for the Maine opener for
Veterans Bob 1McIntyre, Jim Douglas,
favorite oldtime songs. First place
Joe Pruett then intercepted Bob Curscouting purpose:. will make his
and Jack Conroy have been pressed by
Among the players out for the team in the song
contest went to Colvin
tis'
pass
on
the
eight
and ran back are many former stars of local high
debut as head coach against the
conhomores Bill Kearney, Armand
Hall. East Hall and the Elms Annex
six yards. Dombkowski carried the schools. Coach Sezak said that
Dublois and Bill Mursic for startBears at Huntington Eield. BO**
his were given honorable mention.
The ing
ball on three successive downs for 20 outstanding men at this
ton, with the Northeastern Hushalfback positions. The latter
date were winning song will be adopted
by WAA
yards, then turned the running duties Rodney Footman of Brewer,
kies.
three looked very impressive in the
• will be favored to
a center; as their own, and may in the
future
over to Pruett, who gained 12 yards Dan Smith, a 220-pound tackle
Northeastern intra-squad game last
spoil Jot'
- first Boston effort,
from become a traditional Maine song.
three
in
more.
Rabbit
took
the
ball
but we'll be rooting for his boys
week.
Brewer; 195-pound tackle Al Smith,
next on the Rams'45-yard line, plunged who played for Gould Academy
to %in the remaimh•r of their
; and
Newcomer Mike Koulopolous seems
through left tackle, escaped the arms end Jim Nfahaney, Bangor.
games.
In thc
to be in the driver's for the quarterof several Rhode Island men in the backfield he is counting primarily upon
back starting post. Guido Barbierri,
The fall tennis tournament will be insecondary, and dashed to paydirt to Bill Bird, Winchester, Mass.;
Bunny
ace punter of the Huskies, is a probable
augurated once more ‘‘ithin the next
complete the scoring.
Parady and Paul Martin of Old
starter at fullback. He converted all
week. Those who wish to enter may
All girls interested in hockey are
Town; and Leon Trenhold and Jim
of the Huskies' extra points last
sign up in the Memorial Gymnasium, The starting lineups:
reminded that to become a member of
season, and his educated toe is dangerthe dorms, or with fraternity repre- M %ENE (13) RHODE ISLAND (7) MacLeon of Bangor.
a teatn, they must have attended at
ous in the event a field goal may be
sentatives.
Guards Edgar Lord, Orono; How- least four
Leggett le
Katzen le
practices. The athletic field,
appropria
te.
ard
Foley
Bangor;
of
Reilley
and
backfield
It
lianciwi
the tieket situat•
ch It
which is across from New Dorm 3.
for
Maine should be in good physical
Thibodeau 1g man Bill Oliver of Orono show is available for practice every day—
wises of lettermen: The admin. Barron 1g
McBrady c
0-114 narke (Capt.) c promise.
istrat•
grants free tickets to
Monday through Thursday ninth and shape for the game. The squad came
loll°
wises for contests it, the sport
Hayes rg
((:apt.) rg
tenth periods, Friday eighth and ninth through the Rhode Island game withTrask rt
iii which hubby participates. hut
Carlin rt New Football Plays Has
periods. and Saturday third and fourth out injury.
Wing
re
110 other sports. Perhaps
AlcLaugh
lin
re
periods.
the ad'Wieman Contribution
Sproul qb
' 'stration feels this plan is
Kouffman fib
The Athletic Department will make Small and Curtis Call
D
bko,a-ki Hilt
Vento 11111
adequate, but I don't.
Dean Elton E. Wieman, director of the archery equipment available to any
For "Rag veneers"
Ben Curtis rhb physical education and athletics at the girls who are interested.
Maine colleges registered three vic- Lora tiger rh!)
Lord
fit
Varney
fit
University of Maine, has contributed
The fall tennis tournament, intories in four games over the week end.
an article on equipment to a new book
cluding
It it h
Bates suffered the only defeat, a 7-6
singles and double.,
Score by periods:
Touch
Football Begins
on football plays, strategy, fundamen1q- jut Monday, October 4. All
loss to the University of Massachusetts,
1 2 3 I
tals, and generalship which is now on
Intramural Touch Football Results student. are eligible to enter the
in an upset. Bowdoin's powerhouse MAINE
0 7 6 0 13
the news stands.
of Sunday Games Fraternity Division: tournament.
rolled over Tufts, 28-7. The Polar R. I. STATE
0 7 0 0
7
Bears gained 410 yards by rushing.
The book. called New Football Theta Chi 12, Tau Epsilon Phi 0.
All i•ntries must he submitted no
Substitutions:
and made 19 first downs to four for
Plays, was edited by W. W. Monte Sigma Alpha Epsilon 30, Tau Kap- later than Saturday. October 2.
MAINE—ends: Adams, Dennis.
pa Epsilon 0.
the Jumbos. Finally, Colby opened its
Wells.
Names should be turned in to Coach
Blaisdell: tackles: Salisbury, Card;
Delta Tau Delta 2 I. Sigma No IR, s•niall in 220
season with a 14-0 whitewash of A.I.C.
Stevens Hall or to
guards: Duddy. Hewes, Fecteau. TurKappa Sigma 12. l'hi Eta Kappa 0. FafatIty Manager
of Springfield.
Ted Curtis in
melle; center: McDermott; backs: Carnegie Snack Bar
Phi kappa Sigma 12. Lambda Chi Memorial Co
Coach Chester Jenkins reports that Morse. Pruett, Clark, Noyes.
mnasium or Manager
tlpha 0.
May Close Week Ends
Walter %Ben at Sigma Nu.
the cross country squad includes only
Me. R.I.
Alpha Tan Omega 2.1. Phi (,amnia
-three veterans of last year's team, and First downs
All students are reminded that
7
11
Delta 14 (overtime).
only one returnee who competed in all Yds. gained rushing
222 129 the Snack liar ut ;liruut'git- II ill is
an open fr 7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m., Phi Mu Delta 6. Alpha CamTna Rho Cross Country Runs Nov. 4
25
of Maine's meets. But prospects are Yds. lost rushing
Net gain rushing
89
0.
197
Faculty Manager Ted Curtis annot so gloomy, for Coach Jenkins can Passes attempte
la. through Satiirda.. and Sigma Chi
d
7
10 M
12, Sigma Phi Epsilon 0. nounced that November 4 will be
count on six sophomore veterans of Passes completed
the
4
2
= to 10 p m S
it is
date of the high school and prep school
the 1947 Annex harrier squad, which Interceptions by
2
0 hoped that a greater number
of
24
83
interscholastic cross country meet.
did so well in the frosh nationals at Yds. gained passing
students %ill as all thernsek is of its Kenney New Manager
Punts
6
3
Two divisions will meet at the UniNew York last fall, and Aaron Nel- Punting average
41
33 facilitie: Saturda. aft'
and
Donald
C.
Kenney
'49
has
been
apversity
over a 2 mile course. Teams
son and John Barnard. 1945 cross- Fumbles
3
6 evenings. i'ICI` ii 111:1‘ 111
pointed head manager of the varsity as far away as Ashland
3
country men returned from service this Opp. fumbles recovered
0 1111`c
have signified
• nee essar.
ti, rlo-e down cross country team by the
Penalties
4
4
Athletic their intention to participate. Opyear.
Yards penalized
50
30 during that time.
Board.
ponents of the Maine JV team will run.

Maine Defeats
State,13-7

*Huskies Debut
With Zabilski

Frosh Football
Hopes Up

Women's Sports

WAA Calls Coeds
To Hockey Practice
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Spruce Lodge To Be All-Maine Women
Catholic Chapel
Sponsor Meeting

Orono, Maine, September 30, 1948

Orono, Ma

Dr. Warren Main
Speaker For WAA

Episcopal Bishop
Greets Students

University Officials
And Maine Press
Dormitory meetings were held in
Dr. Constance Warren, president
The Right Reverend Oliver Loring, Discu
ss New Plans
East and West Halls last night. These emeritus of Sarah Lawrence College, Episcopal
Bishop

Spruce's Log Lodge and the newly
constructed house beside it have been
of Maine, greeted
purchased and will be converted into meetings were sponsored by the All- will be the
A committee representing the Maine
principal speaker at a over one hundred students in the Louis
a Catholic Chapel, recreation hall, and Maine Women for the purpose of in- Leadership
Press
Association and University of
Training Conference for Oakes Room of the Library at an inrectory, Father LeTourneau, Catholic troducing the freshman girls to the women to be held at the University of
Maine
officials discussed, Friday, a
formal reception held Sunday afterChaplin, has announced.
"cooperative plan" which would further
various campus organizations in order Maine Saturday afternoon, October 16. noon.
the journalism program at the UniDr. Warren, who was president of
The new rectory will be occupied that they may choose the group or
Members of the Canterbury Club and versity and provide a "clearing house"
Wednesday, September 29, and work groups with which they may wish to Sarah Lawrence College from 192945, will speak at a luncheon meeting. representatives of St. James parish in for association projects.
to make the Lodge into a suitable work.
During the afternoon several seminars Old Town worked together to sponsor
Representing the Press Association
chapel will begin immediately, he said.
Representatives of all campus orthe affair. In addition to the students
were Bernard Esters, Houlton Pioneer
The present banquet hall will be ex- ganizations which wish to have fresh- will be held on various phases of leadwho attended the reception, members
Times, chairman; Kingdon Harvey,
tended 40 feet to the rear and will be men work with them were present. ership training.
of the faculty, house directors, and
Fort Fairfield Review, president of the
Purposes of the conference are "to
the permanent chapel, seating approxi- Each representative explained the chief
rectors of neighboring churches were
association; C. P. Helfenstein, Aroosmately 300 persons. What is now the purpose of his or her organization. give present women leaders on the
present.
took Republican, Caribou; Asa Wasdining room and kitchen will be New- Such particulars as dues, requirements, Maine campus leadership techniques,
gatt, Bar Harbor Times; and Douglas
man Hall, to be used for functions of and the time required of members were to stimulate the attitude of learning
Fosdick, Auburn, former publisher of
how to do a job better and of expecting as follows: presidents, Therese
the Newman Club and as a recreation discussed.
Duthe Rumford Times.
other people to do likewise, and to give mais and Kay Kennedy;
room, Father LeTourneau explained. The following organizati
secretaries,
ons were
Attending the meeting from the UniNewman Hall will be open all day represented: Campus, Chorus, M.O.C., a deeper understanding of the meaning Miss Esther Comegys and Betty
and until 10 in the evening, he said.. M.C.A. (including Hillel, Canterbury, of leadership."
Arnold; treasurers, Mrs. John Klein versity were Dr. Arthur A. Hauck,
Members of the student committee and Lorraine Littlefield; committee president; Dr. Joseph M. Murray, dean
It will be open to all students, Father l and Newman Clubs), Panhellenic, Raplanning
LeTourneau added.
the conference are Barbara chairmen, Mrs. Percie H. Turner and of the College of Arts and Sciences;
dio Guild, Pine Neelde, and I.R.C.
Wayne Jordan, professor of journalHinds, chairman; Evelyn Ellsworth, Jayne Hanson.
ism; and Howard Keyo, publicity diJean Cunningham, Margaret Hanks, A second series of three
seminars
rector.
Sue Dartnell, Miriam Kochakian, will be held during the final hour,
as
Dorothea Butler, Janet Pettee, and follows: parliamentary law,
Russell
Mary Zelenkewich.
Wooley and Norma Drummond; disDuring the first hour following the cussion, Miss Jane Crowl and Marluncheon four seminars will be held. garet Millison; social life in the dormiThose who will attend these seminars tories, Mrs. Joseph Murray, Ann BurProfessor Vincent E. Shainin, of the
with the adult and student leaders are bank, and Louise Powers.
University of Maine's geology department, will he guest speaker at a meet• ing of the Augusta Women's Club,
Friday, October 15.
Professor Shainin will present an illustrated account of his experiences in
South America where he explored a
remote section of the Andes in 1945-46
under the auspices of a joint United
BLOTNElt TRAILER, SALES
States and Chilean expedition. He
traveled through ten countries in
FOR NEW AND USED
South and Central America
HOUSE TRAILERS

14441444i,e141,

Geology Professor
To Address Club
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Reasonably Priced
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Between Orono and Bangor

EXPERT
SHOE REPAIRING
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Palmer Shoe Mfg. &
Repairing Co.

It's a pearl

Parcel post work
receives prompt
attention

of a shirt!

35 Central St.. Bangor. Me.

•
Boyd & Noyes, Inc.
Jewelers

Wide-spread VAN Blurt.
with "Comfort Contour" collar

Economies I—,
Thongs, natch!
Out of space into
first position anywhere. Crammed with
style, fine fit and long wear.
A for your money!

Shoes $8.50-$10.95
LARGE CLOSEOUTS ON PANTS
‘11 Wool Brown Coverts
7.95
All Wool Blue Flannels
5.50
All Wool Gray Flannels
6.95
All Formerly 12.95

BEN SKLAR
OLD TOWN

All kinds of pretty maidens hang
around when you wear Van Britt.
This soft-collar favorite (with stays)
comes in oxford at $3.95 and in broadcloth at $3.95 and $4.95. Sanforized,—
a new shirt free if your Van Heusen
shrinks out of size! Action tailored, figure.
tapered, tug-proof pearl buttons, too. Other
Van Heusen shirts $3.50, $3.95, $4.95.

o

First Quality Diamonds
Exclusively

5
5
5

Towle Sterling Silver
All standard makes
of Watches
25 Hammond St., Bangor

1.
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NEWHALL

You'llfind college men's collarfavorites in
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Van ileum
shirts
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Portraits
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Expert Developing
and Printing
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Pres. Hauck Names Deutscher Verein
New Instructors
Meets Wednesday
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• Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, president of
the University, has today named two
new instructors to the faculty at the
University.
The newly named instructors are
Lynn B. H. Goodrich, Lewiston, instructor in mechanical engineering,
and Horace B. Reed, Jr., Knoxville,
Tenn., instructor in zoology.
Goodrich was graduated from Maine
with a B.S. degree in mechanical engineering. During the war he was in
the information and education section
of the U. S. Army.
Reed holds A.B. and M.S. degrees
from the University of Tennessee. He
has been a part-time instructor at the
University of Tennessee. During the
war he served in the U. S. Army.

University Debate Club
To Sponsor Stag Dance
The University of Maine Debate
Club, under the guidance of Prof.
Wofford G. Gardner and Russell Woolley, is sponsoring a stag dance in the
Memorial Gym, Friday, October 8, at
8 p.m. Music will be furnished by Jim
Sprague and the Maine Bears
Larry Smith, promoter of the club's
activities, is hopefully arranging for a
door prize through the possible courtesy of a Bangor firm.
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WAA Picnic Pleases 300

Page Seven

Mrs. Stevens Addresses
Women's Forum Meeting

The WAA Stag Dance Friday night
Women's Forum met Thursday in
Technology students are invited to
from
eight to eleven-thirty in the MeDeutscher Verein, honorary German
North Estabrooke. Mrs. Joyce Steven, attend a meeting in 26 Lord Hall at
scholastic society, will hold a brief morial Gym. Dancing to Maine Bears.
of the University Speech Department 7:30 on Wednesday, October 6, to disbut important meeting on Wednesday, Admission fifty cents.
spoke to the club.
cuss the Institute of Radio Engineers.
October 6, at 7 p.m. in North Stevens.
Plans for the annual autumn picnic
will be discussed.

•

•

Koinonia, What's That

U. OF M. VISITORS

Sunday evening brings to sonic students a touch of loneliness. Memory of
the week of hard academic work past,
the quiet of Sunday, and the prospects
of a coming full week all contribute to
a feeling of need for a quickening,
stimulating experience. Koinonia, an
integral part of the MCA program, is
designed to meet that need.
The emphasis is on fellowship. The
evening's activity centers around a
group discussion of some question of
general interest to college students,
relating to Christian principles and
motives. There are speakers to stimulate ideas and provide a springboard
for discussion. Refreshments, group
singing, and a closing worship service
round out the evening.
The speaker this week will be Professor William Harvey, and the topic
of discussion: "What is' the Real
Meaning of Christianity?" The time
is 7:30 Sunday evening, the place is the
downstairs MCA lounge.

STOP AT

LITTLEFIELD'S TOIRIST HOI1E
142 Middle St.

Old Town, Me.

Rates $1.50 and $2.00 per person
For Reservations call Old Town 512
COMFORTABLE ROOMS
BATH
Located just off Route 2 at foot of Academy Hill

•
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FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
MAIN STREET

Radio Institute To Be
Orgcnized On Campus

AT 20 UNIVERSITIES
SENIORS CHOOSE PARKER

BANGOR, MAINE
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The NEW
ARROW
GORDON
"FEN WAY"

$3.95

LL

For the first time since before the war, Arrow is offering a
wide selection of white, solid color and striped oxfords in
several collar models especially designed for college men.
Only Arrow shirts have the famous Arrow collar, Mitoga
shaped to-fit body and Sanforized label, assurance of less
than 1% shrinkage. Arrow ties- $1 to $2.50.

it them

,ping

ARROW
SHIRTS and TIES
UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCH!EFS • SPORTS
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arker

world's most wanted pen
An impartial survey at 20 leading universities
shows Parker is preferred by campus leaders.
Senior men and women, senior athletes and class
officers—all have voted Parker top choice.
You'll find that you seem to think better—work
faster with the sleek "51". The precision balance
guards against fatigue. You feel like writing! The
51's exclusive alloy point starts instantly—glides
with satin-smoothness. And you never need a

c

SH:RTS
COP., 1840 Ot CAC
WWWWWW PPM CA MMMMM

f

blotter! This pen writes dry with new Superchrome—the ink created for the "51" alone.
As a sound investment towards a successful
school year, choose Parker "51"
the world's
most-wanted pen. Pens, including new demi-size,
$12.50 and up. Sets, $18.75 to $80.00. Choice of
colors, custom points. The Parker Pen Company, Janesville, Wis., U. S. A.; Toronto, Can.
/-wl'ere

z4Adcaera447

$25 CASH GIVEN AWAY—for interesting, true stories about Parker"5I"Pens.
Base it on )our ov.n experience—or relate the experience ofsome friend. $25.00
for each story used. Just report the facts. Stories are judged on facts alone.
All letters become our property—cannot be returned. Address: The Parker Pen
Company, Dept. S-47, Janesville, Wisconsin.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Dean's Office Lists Proctors'
Appointments For Dormitories

Orono, Maine. September 30, 1948

Questors To Meet Sun.

ADAMS
(Continued from Page One)

'1 he Qut'tor:, Club held its first
meeting of the year at 6:30 last Sunday night at the home of Rev. and Mrs.
Milton McGorrill in Orono.
All interested students are invited
to attend the meeting next Sunday
evening at the Fellowship House on
Myrtle St. from 6:45 to 8.

again he proved to be a great competitor by pitching the club to the
campus championship. This summer
"Herk" played for the Presque Isle
Indians, a semi-pro baseball outfit,
where he not only played infield and
outfield positions, but also took on
pitching assignments.
Quiet and unassuming outside, the
little guy was always an example of
sportsmanship and keen competitive
spirit at its best while on the court.

all the big boys on the floor. At the
Millard Whitaker, North Dorms; Wing, 411; Frederick Dean, 429;
Annex, the five-foot seven-inch sharpRalph Barnett. Dunn and Corbett Proctors Corbett Hall, Philip Dyer,
shooter held a 10-point per game
Halls; Donald Spiller, Oak Hall; and
average, and he was always a team
111; Lawrence Thompson, 127; Jack
Edward Cowles, New Dorm #3 have
player. Needless to say, he was
Hiltz, 211; Pasquale Rozzi, 229; John
been appointed by the Dean of Men as
awarded
his freshman numerals for
!Dow, 311; Frank Smith, 329; Wilhead proctors for the school year.
his
basketball
prowess.
liam Clark, 411; Thomas Sweetser,
These men are all members of the class
Last
spring
Adams toed the mound
429.
of '49.
for his softball team in league play at
Parish
James
Saint
Oak Hall: Harold Marden, 112;
the Brunswick Campus, and once
The complete list of appointments
Carroll Taylor, 312; Donald Spiller, The Saint James Episcopal Parish
is as follows:
106; Lewis Ouellette, 306; Robert in Old Town submits the following
North Dormitories: Asst. Head Zabe, 102; James Mollison,
302.
schedule of services:
Proctor, Harold Purinton, 11-R;
Hamlin Hall: Charles Barr, 112; 7:30 a.m. Sunday Morning Prayers
Proctors, James Strickland, 1-11;
Paul Dobosz, 312; Frank Foster, 206. 8:00 a.m. Sunday Holy Eucharist
Robert Zeller, 2-10; Earl Thomas,
Dorm #3: Asst. Head Proctor, 10:45 a.m. Sunday Holy Eucharist
3-11; William Ramsay, 4-10; RichFoss, 114; John Stone, 208; 5:30 p.m. Sunday Evening Prayers
Norman
ard Kimball, 5-10; Edward Happ,
6-10; Ferris Ray, 7-11; John Shea. Bruce Folsom, 209; Lloyd Capen, 308; Campus services for Episcopalians
8-10; Clyde Adams, 9-11; Roger Ad- Harold Moulton, 309; David Hamlin, begin with a Tuesday morning service ,
at 7 in the MCA Chapel. Sundays the
dor, 10-10; Reginald Lord, 11-10; 408; Frederick Hackett, 409.
is at 9:15 a.m. in the Chapel.
service
Walter LaPointe, 12-10; Joseph Connary, 13-9; Louis Bouchard, 14-10: Graduate Record
Exams
Jan Willoch, 15-7; Donald Fuller.
The fall session of the Graduate
16-10; Donald Ouellette. 16A-11;
RANGE BURNERS
Howard Storer, 17-8; Philip Gardner, Record Examination will be adminisSPACE HEATERS
tered on the afternoons of October 25
18-R.
HOT PLATES
New Dormitories: Asst. Head and 26. The deadline for registration
Proctor, Albert Waitt, 120 D; Proc- is noon, October 7.
WOOD & OIL RANGES
tors Dunn Hall, William Charron, 111; Interested students should register
ELECTRICAL
Evan Johnson, 127; James Goodwin, with D. L. Quincey, 39 Stevens North.
196 Exchange St.. Bangor
APPLIANCES
211; Leon Cushing. 229; Frank Gorham, 311; Harold Howard, 329; Alan
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SPORTSWEAR FOR MEN
Coats
Siacks
Sweaters
Jackets
Footwear
Suits—Topcoats—Overcoats
M. L. French & Son Co.

Education Club
a

•
$SS COLLEGE MEN $$S
Excellent profits are yours
Selling sensational Gift Item
of Unusual appeal. "The

Store of 1001
Different Items

MIXMASTERS
z CLEANSERS
CEMENT
EP' PANS '31-37 MU ST., MONO, NAME • Tors
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THE 1950 PRISM

today

MANII.tTTAN HOUSE
126 Lexington Ave.
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ALL FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, AND SENIORS
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will be given an opportunity to order
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New York 16, N. Y.
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THE 1950 PRISM next week.
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You will be contacted in your House or Dorm

Member Federal Res•rve Bank
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IIII,I,S01 ICIIIEVEMEIT 111111D

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

For the week of September 27, 1948

To

JACK 'LOLL°
Kappa Sigma
In recognition of his leading the Maine football team
to victory in its opening game

The
Merrill
Trust Company

The recipient of this award is entitled to
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Sure thing—
We have
LAUNDRY CASES
DESK LAMPS
NTOLDING HOOKS and
PADLOCKS
Come in and look them over
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ALUMINUMWARE— BITS — BRACES— LEVELS
People

say—"You can find it at PARK'S"
TILE
DD1
HEATERS —SEEDS — WHEELBARROWS—TURNBUCKLES-

SMART SEPARATES:
Skirts
'n
Biouses

Have

Ormio 617

Nlill

IT'S VINER'S MUSIC CO. for RECORDS
MAMMOTH SELECTION OF POPULAR—CLASSICALJAZZ—WESTERN—CHILDREN'S RECORDS
Record Players

19.95 and up

Record Albums

.59—.75-1.00

Coeds!
VISIT THE
THIRD FLOOR
of FASHION
SEE THE
SMART CASUALS
in the
SPORTSWEAR
SHOP

Record Carrying Cases-2.95---3.95

New and used Musical Instruments bought—sold—rented—repaired
BALDWIN PIANOS

Skirts in
corduroy and
wool priced
from 5.98 to 8.98. Famous name blouses in cotton. crepe. and
wool from 3.00 to 8.98. Match 'em up ... it's fun!

VINER'S MUSIC CO.

FREESE'S

Needles

.25—.50-1.00—1.50

"Maine's Most Complete Music Store"
53 Pickering Sq.
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HILLSON CLEANERS

MemSer Federal D•posit Insurance Corp.
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•2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE
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KENT POCKET PERFUME
ATOMIZER"
Write for details

The Education Club invites members
of all Education courses to a meeting
in South Estabrooke living room from
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. on Thursday.

Penobscot Trading
Post

ol. I.
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